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NO IMAGES FROM THIS PAGE ARE AVAILABLE UNDER OROC DATA SHARING and belong to their respective copyright holders. OROC and
the ICS does have authority to grant use of these images in many cases as we do not own them and have secured permissions we cannot transfer
to other parties. OROC Data Sharing applies only to text in this document.

COLE0001 to COLE1439 - archival notices in the ICS Cultivar Files of the International Coleus Society (www.coleussociety.com) are available
members of this society. New registrations are free to the general public on the OROC process. See cultivar.org for terms of use of text and other
restrictions.

Note: Additional data for registrations will become available over time as ICS Trials grows each plants, obtains better images or leaf scans, or
received detailed taxonomic analysis from originators. The official register of the ICS is the ICS Cultivar Files (an alphabetical encyclopedia) and
publications derived therefrom. This is not a finalized document and will be amended from time to time.\

Newest registrations appear at the bottom of this file.
Update History: 11.14.2016, 5.26.2016

COLE1440 - Coleus COLISEUM™ 'Ceres' - Danziger Flower Farm, intro. 2015, see springtrials.org for useful images. Leaves broadly ovate,
distinctly crenate, base color medium green, liberally sectored and striped dark maroon red to burgundy at about 50% surface, hence boldly marked
than most ovate mosaic clones.
COLE1441 - Coleus COLISEUM™ 'Flora' - Danziger Flower Farm, intro. 2015, see springtrials.org for useful images. Similar to 'Plutus' but blades
even more narrow, often linear to linear-lanceolate, teeth less conspicuous and less numerous. Based on the Danzier catalog, we believe that the
springtrials.org images may have 'Plutus' and 'Flora' reversed as Danziger shows 'Plutus' as the more narrow, lanceolate of the two.
COLE1442 - Coleus COLISEUM™ 'Maia' - Danziger Flower Farm, intro. 2015, see springtrials.org for useful images. Leaves Wide Flat Oak but with
reduced lobe count, about 3-6 per side, center a bright mix of red and pink shades, sometimes a pink tree or pink veins on cherry red, margins
bright apple green at 5-8% surface, blades not flat as the general cultivar group but semi-undulate.
COLE1443 - Coleus COLISEUM™ 'Plutus' - Danziger Flower Farm, intro. 2015, see springtrials.org for useful images. Saber-Elliptic blades on long
petioles, hence pendulous and forming a fine-textured mound, 95% or more center in dark burgduny red, teeth a bright green (1-5% surface),
COLE1444 - Coleus 'Pink Bomb' - www.hmaplants.com, accessed 11.1.2015  
COLE1445 - Coleus 'Green Flash' - www.hmaplants.com, accessed 11.1.2015
COLE1446 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA™ 'Coral Copper' - http://www.hortcoutureplants.com/, new for 2016
COLE1447 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA™ 'Fish Net' - http://www.hortcoutureplants.com/, new for 2016. This cultivar is now part of ICS Cultivars
Trials for 2016.
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COLE1448 - Coleus COLORBLAZE™ 'Apple Brandy' - image above taken at AAS Trials, JC Raulston Arboretum, North Carolina State University,
July 2014, Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch. Leaves Saber class, elliptic, teeth crenate to long-crenate, about 3-5 teeth per side,
often entire is the lower 25-30% of the blade, base thus cuneate in look, central zone a dark cherry red (70-95% surface), often suffused in violet-
red tones but overall uniform and more red than most sabers of the traditional red/green sort, brandy being a good name for it, midrib and larger
veins over a dusky greyish-red in a very subtle, subdued manner. Margins bright chartreuse at 5-30% surface, interface of the central zone and
margins heavily spotted with the same dark cherry red, often with larger sinus spots of the same color. A good color selection, more of a pure dark
red than most sabers of older vintage.



COLE1449 - Coleus COLORBLAZE™ VELVETEEN™ - image above taken at AAS Trials, JC Raulston Arboretum, North Carolina State University,
July 2014, Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch. Leaves broadly ovate, small and reduced, generally the blade 4-8cm long x 3-6cm
wide, distinctly round-crenate, about 4-7 teeth per side, central zone a rich hot pink-magenta, not too harsh (15-30%) surface, this zone sometimes
lightly branched into a small tree with 4-15mm long branches, central zone usually terminating about 1.5-3.0cm from the apex, inner band dark
maroon to brownish-red (20-60% surface), margin light green, fairly thin (2-5% surface), only minor reticulations of red shades. Older blades faint
with a light pink central zone and magenta main veins, a dusky olive to reddish-green inner band with dark red to magenta veins, margin teeth
remaining the same green for color and proportion.



COLE1450 - Coleus FLAMETHROWER™ 'Chili Pepper' - image above taken at AAS Trials, JC Raulston Arboretum, North Carolina State
University, July 2014, Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch. 

Registration Pending - Coleus 'Campfire' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015, not the CAMPFIRE™ 'UF12823' of the University of
Florida. The potential for confusion between a cultivar and trademarked entity of the same name, released in the same few years is enormous.



COLE1452 - Coleus 'Christmas Candy II' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015. Photo above from 2015 NOS Trials.
COLE1453 - Coleus 'Deb's Apple Pie' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015
COLE1454 - Coleus 'Dinosaur's Foot' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015
COLE1455 - Coleus 'Dorsal Stripe' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015
COLE1456 - Coleus 'Easter Candy' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015
COLE1457 - Coleus 'Harmonica' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015
COLE1458 - Coleus 'Lotus' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015
COLE1459 - Coleus 'Protozoa' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015
COLE1460 - Coleus 'Sandy Beaches' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015
COLE1461 - Coleus 'Sharp Tooth' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015

Registration Pending - Coleus COLOR CLOUDS™ 'Valentine' of Terra Nova Nurseries - a later homonym of an existing clone called 'Valentine', still
in the trade in 2015, see http://www.rosydawngardens.com/coleus-s-to-z/valentine





COLE1462 - Coleus CAMPFIRE™ 'UF12823' - Ball Flora Plant introduced on behalf of the University of Flora. Image above from ICS Trials. Both
images above courtesy of and copyright owned by Laurence C. Hatch.

COLE1463 - Coleus COOL VIBES™ 'Mellow'
COLE1464 - Coleus GLOBETROTTERS™ 'Jackie'
COLE1465 - Coleus GLOBETROTTERS™ 'Gaga'
COLE1466 -  Coleus GLOBETROTTERS™ 'Jackie'



COLE1467 - Coleus ALAMPUNAYA™ Ilongga' - plants 53cm tall x 17cm wide, medium-sized mound. Stems chartreuse with purple tints. Leaves
broadly ovate, acute, consistently blackish-red to dark violet, best and darkest color with full sun, sometimes with almost undetectable olive green
flecks near veins or less sun-exposed margins, improved over 'Midnight' for similar appearance, 6cm long x 5cm wide, teeth crenate, about 9 per
side, slight rugose. Flower moderately with corolla true purple, calyx white suffused purple. Origin: Ms. Anelen Babiera Herrera, Philippines,
selected from local wild plants, grown for many years in Panay and Negros for medicinal purposes but also possessing a fine ornamental coloration.
ALAMPUNAYA is a translation of Coleus in the Visaya language. Ilongga in the Filipino languages means "Lady fromn Ilo-ilo" in honor of the people
of Panay Island Ilo-ilo. Registered by Mark Niel Maceda. Images above courtesy of Ms. Herrera and copyright owned by her, used with permission.

COLE1468 - Coleus 'Rainforest' - www.jollyfarmer.com, accessed 11.1.2013



COLE1469 - Coleus (Floricolor) 'Marble Red' - www.jollyfarmer.com, accessed 11.1.2013. Above image courtesy owned by Laurence Hatch,
International Coleus Society.

COLE1470 - Coleus GLOBETROTTERS™ 'Taylor'

Registration Pending - Coleus HIPSTERS™ 'Dexter' - a later homonym of an existing cultivar called 'Dexter', introduced before 2015 and still in the
trade, see http://www.rosydawngardens.com/coleus-a-to-d/dexter

COLE1471 - Coleus HIPSTERS™ 'Jasper'



COLE1472 Coleus HIPSTERS™ 'Piper' - image above owned by and courtesy of www.terranovanurseries.com. Leaves Saber-Elliptic, new growth
medium pink tinged orange, dusky rose at times, mature leaves greenwish-yellow to yellowish-chartreuse as base color (70-98% surface), midrib
and sometimes secondary veins rich spotted in fused red to violet-red spots (2-10% surface), typically only midrib as a line of spots, petiole more
medium pink to red shades, teeth long serrate, sometrimes hooked and splayed outwards, usually 4-7 per side, basal 1/3 of blade usually entire
(lacking teeth), semi-undulate margins add interest, apex often hooked in one direction. 

COLE1473 - Coleus HIPSTERS™ 'Jillian'
COLE1474 - Coleus HIPSTERS™ 'Luca'



COLE1475 - Coleus TERRA NOVA® 'Bright Spark' - image courtesy of and owned by Terra Nova Nurseries.

COLE1476 - Coleus TERRA NOVA® 'Fiona'
COLE1477 - Coleus TERRA NOVA® 'Jitters'



COLE1478 - Coleus TERRA NOVA® 'Pepper Pot' - image above owned by and courtesy of www.terranovanurseries.com



COLE1479 - Coleus TERRA NOVA® 'Peridot' - image above owned by and courtesy of www.terranovanurseries.com



COLE1480 - Coleus TERRA NOVA® 'Pink Poodle' ('Kabuki') - image above owned by and courtesy of www.terranovanurseries.com. In our 2016
ICS Cultivar Trials this is the brightest and most visible cultivar from a 25 foot distance. It simply glows as if it were flowering.

COLE1481 - Coleus MAINSTEET™ 'Via-Dolorosa' - Dummen, intro. 2014
COLE1482 - Coleus MAINSTEET™ 'Dutch Mill Drive' - Dummen, intro. 2016. Much as 'Collins' Gold' but plants apparently more dense, compact,
leaves more undulate and with longer teeth.



COLE1483 - Coleus 'Lime Delight' - Ball Seed, introduced c. 2014. Photo above copyright owned by Laurence C. Hatch

COLE1484 - Coleus 'Pandora' - Dummen
COLE1485 - Coleus 'Mascara Mesh' - www.hmaplants.com, accessed 11.1.2015, similar to 'Fishnet Stockings' but new growth very heavily tinged
and marked purple, only later like the classic clone. 
COLE1486 - Coleus 'Goth Glamour' - www.hmaplants.com, accessed 11.1.2015  
COLE1487 - Coleus 'Swordfight' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015



COLE1488 - Coleus 'Tapestry' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015. Image above copyright by Laurence C. Hatch on behalf of the
ICS.

COLE1489 - Coleus 'TommyGun' - www.taylorgreenhouses.com, accessed June  2015, published there as one word instead of two.
COLE1490 - Coleus 'Raspberry Tart' - Dummen
COLE1491 - Coleus PARTY TIME™ 'Lime' - Sakata.com, 2015 intro, see springtrials.org for useful images. Preliminary evaluation suggests a
morphology similar to 'Wild Lime' but with less of a distinct separate between the central yellow and margin lime zones. 
COLE1492 - Coleus PARTY TIME™ 'Pink Berry' - Sakata.com, 2015 intro., see springtrials.org for useful images. Ovate, crenate, central zone
about 95% surface or more, consisting of a medium pink "tree" with short branching, and an inner ring of darker rose-red to pinkish-red. Margins
bright lime to chartreuse at 2-5% surface. There are small red reticulations where the inner ring goins the margins.
COLE1493 - Coleus PARTY TIME™ 'Sangria' - Sakata.com, 2015 intro., see springtrials.org for useful images. Very large Carefree-Oak to Wide
Flat Oak blades, very distinctly lobed, 90-95% center a dark cherry-red to sangria wine red, many veins often pink or paler red but not in a
reticulation pattern, margins a bright lime. 



COLE1494 - Coleus 'Brazilian Carnival' - above image copyright owned by Laurence C. Hatch



COLE1495 - Coleus 'Golden Snow Emerald' - above image copyright owned by Laurence C. Hatch



COLE1496 - Coleus 'Molten' (GLASSWORKS SERIES) - above image copyright owned by Laurence C. Hatch. Classic Carefree-Oak blade with high
rugosity (roughness of surface), 60-95% of blade a dark red tones, margins and spots near margins often a contrasting magenta-red, light cherry
red, or coral-red tone giving variable amounts of contrast. The distinctive marginal colors seems to be most apparently in newer leaves with older
leaves more spotted in these two groups of red shades. The blades are much narrower and rumpled than 'Hot Sauca' (aka 'Tabasco') which shares
a similar set of colors.



COLE1497 - Coleus 'Flip Side' (PREMIUM SUN SERIES) - above image copyright owned by Laurence C. Hatch. See
http://www.panamseed.com/plant_info.aspx?phid=018006810032273

http://www.panamseed.com/plant_info.aspx?phid=018006810032273


COLE1498 - Coleus FLAMETHROWER™ 'Chipotle' - image above taken at AAS Trials, JC Raulston Arboretum, North Carolina State University, July
2014, Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch. 



COLE1499 - Coleus FLAMETHROWER™ 'Spiced Curry' - Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch. 

COLE1500 - Coleus BE HAPPY™ (New Cultivar Group) - trademarked created by and administered for the International Coleus Society for all
superior, newly named seedlings of the Carefree-Oak group whether having that morphology or derived from it. Only new valuable phenotype
combinations, new colors, new leaf forms, and more stable colors are being named and then after comparison to all existing material. The name
comes from the famous 1988 Bobby McFerrin song "Don't Worry, Be Happy" which we chose for it being virtually synonomous with being carefree
in human terms. The "don't worry...be happy" phrase actually is thought to have originated with Indian philosopher Meher Baba, who used the
phrase on inspirational posters and cards prior to his death in 1969. 





COLE1501 - Coleus BE HAPPY™ PROSPECTOR is the first clone deemed worthy of introduction in the BE HAPPY™ series. It was raised by Larry
Hatch of the ICS in 2011 and since performed well in two outdoor trials. It's leaf morphology is odd for a Carefree seedling, being very highly incised
and dissected yet with the rounded lobes of the oak types, overall having something of the Anemone-Fingered group aspect. It's closest
comparison is to 'Chirp' but PROSPECTOR is more distinctly spotted yellow rather than having a uniform gold center. The gold spots are
suggestive of a gold prospector collecting his gold nuggets or coins. New growth is a mostly a bright green. Another reviewer said the sometimes
ornate pattern of lobing that twists and turns in many directions is suggestive of the complex labyrinth of a mine with the walls dotted in gold pieces.
It is considered a collector's item for it's odd morphology. We hope to distribute plants in 2016 to Founding Members and major Coleus growers.
The ICS does not sell plants or mass distribute and in no way competes with our members in the production business.

COLE1502 - Coleus 'Green Earrings' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1503 - Coleus 'Hubba Hubba' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1504 - Coleus 'Kiwi Herman' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1505 - Coleus 'Large Marge' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1506 - Coleus 'Mighty Mighty' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1507 - Coleus 'Rasta Primavera' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1508 - Coleus 'Red Elephant' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1509 - Coleus 'Riff Raff' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1510 - Coleus 'Riverstreet Black' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1511 - Coleus 'Saint Charles' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1512 - Coleus 'Wine Country' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015
COLE1513 - Coleus 'Yin and Yang' - see http://bakersacresgreenhouse.com, accessed 11.14.2015



COLE1514 - Coleus FANCY FEATHERS™ BLACK - Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction. image courtesy of and owned by Terra Nova Nurseries.



COLE1513 - Coleus FANCY FEATHERS™ PINK- Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction. image courtesy of and owned by Terra Nova Nurseries.



COLE1515 - Coleus FANCY FEATHERS™ COPPER- Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction. image courtesy of and owned by Terra Nova Nurseries.

COLE1516 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Allspice' - Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction
COLE1517 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Quetzal' - Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction



COLE1518 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Lovebird' - Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction. image courtesy of and owned by Terra Nova Nurseries.



COLE1519 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Macaw'- Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction. image courtesy of and owned by Terra Nova Nurseries.

COLE1520 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Lavish Lime'- Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction
COLE1521 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Lumen'- Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction
COLE1522 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ Maharja' - Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction
COLE1523 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Mystic Light'- Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction
COLE1524 - Coleus TERRA NOVA™ 'Red Ripple'- Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction
COLE1525 - Coleus COLOR CLOUDS™ 'Be Mine'- Or, in: www.terranovanurseries.com, 2016-17 introduction



COLE1526 - Coleus 'Ruby Slipper'. Image owned by and courtesy of Laurence Hatch.

COLE1527 - Coleus MAINSTREET™ 'Michigan Avenue' - leaves large to medium ovate, boldly crenate, mottled red (70-90% surface) on green (10-25%) with some lime and
paler green markings, thin green margin (2-5% surface) covering mostly the teeth and not a strong, continuous zone of color in most cases. In; Dummen Orange c. 2016

COLE1528 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Monkey Purple' - leaves intermediate between deeply incised Carefree-Oak and Anemone-fingered, about 7-9 lobes per side,
terminal lobe (apex) often much elongated and finger-like, creamy-yellow to very pale lime central zone (15-70% surface), this zone richly suffused and washed in pinkish-violet
to rose-purple shades with darker midribs (5-80% surface, very variable), lonbes also margined a darker violet or purple tone, sometimes with their own central zone of lime. In:
HortCouture.

COLE1529 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Monkey Apricot' - In: HortCouture.

COLE1530 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Urchin Neon' - dwarf, cascading mound of linear to oblanceolate leaves, central zone pale yellow, heavily marked bright neon or
near magenta pink, medium green margin and apex, overlapping zone closer to dusky red. Similar is aspect to FANCY FEATHERS™ PINK of Terra Nova. In: HortCouture.

COLE1531 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Urchin Copper' - In: HortCouture.

COLE1532 - Coleus UNDER THE SEA® 'Sea Urchin Red' - In: HortCouture.

COLE1532 - Coleus (Premium Sun) 'Pineapple Surprise' - leaves medium ovate, finely crenulate, 12-20 teeth per side, base color appearing lime (really the classic pineapple
pattern of a lime wash over yellow, showing yellower veins), richly centered dark maroon towards the base, new growth 70-90% surface in this dark red, developing a more
pinkish-red midrib and more lime color later, often just 20-35% red and only toward the base of the leaf. In: Pan-American Seed, see 
http://www.panamseed.com/plant_info.aspx?phid=018006810033824

http://www.panamseed.com/plant_info.aspx?phid=018006810033824


COLE1533 - Coleus 'Inferno' - leaves ovate, large crenate, 7-10 teeth per side, slightly rugose, rich and unformly medium to dark orange, new growth faintly tinted red to more
violet shades, bolder than their 'Campfire' which tends to have red shades throughout, consistantly all orange, even in shady conditions.  In; Ballhort.com, accessed 5.26.2016,
image above courtesy of and copyright owned by Ball Horticultural. See http://www.ballseed.com/PlantInfo/?phid=018000001002547

http://www.ballseed.com/PlantInfo/?phid=018000001002547


COLE1534 - Coleus FLAME THROWER 'Habernaro' - In: ballhort.com, accessed 5.26.2016, image above courtesy of and copyright owned by Ball Horticultural.



COLE1536 - Coleus 'Florida Sun Splash' - In: ballhort.com, accessed 5.26.2016, image above courtesy of and copyright owned by Ball Horticultural.



COLE1536 - Coleus 'French Quarter' - In: ballhort.com, accessed 5.26.2016, image above courtesy of and copyright owned by Ball Horticultural.
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